Blood Shortages — How Can Hospitals Help?
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**Key Points**
- The COVID-19 pandemic has worsened chronic issues with nationwide blood shortages.
- Blood donation should be encouraged and actively supported.
- Transfusion service laboratories should have standard operating procedures (SOPs) for management of blood component shortages.

**Introduction:** Blood centers have been faced with decreased blood donation levels throughout the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Chronic blood shortages have resulted from blood drive cancellations, blood center staffing shortages, and dramatic increases in no-show rates of scheduled blood donors due to COVID-19 infection, exposure, and social distancing recommendations. A critically low inventory level has potentially significant consequences for patient care. Blood collection establishments anticipate future challenges with the blood supply as the total number of donors presenting to donate has declined (7.1 percent decrease from 2017 to 2019 preceding the pandemic), particularly among the younger donor age groups.¹ Hospital blood banks, transfusion services, and clinicians play a critical role ensuring best management and utilization of the available blood supply. Hospitals can support blood availability by partnering with blood centers to increase blood donation through media support and hospital/community blood drives.

**Transfusion Practices for Good Stewardship of Blood Supply:**
- Transfuse the minimum number of red blood cell (RBC) units needed to relieve symptoms.
  - Recommended threshold: Hemoglobin (Hb) <7 g/dL for stable non-cardiac, non-bleeding patients.²
  - Re-evaluate patient symptoms after each single unit transfusion.²
  - Re-check the patient’s Hb if necessary, however frequent blood draws can contribute to anemia.
- Transfuse platelets according to current guidelines.
  - Prophylactic: if platelet count ≤10,000/μL.³⁻⁵
  - Invasive procedures/surgery: base transfusion on platelet count, bleeding risk, procedure type.³⁻⁵
- Emergency release/massive transfusion protocol.
  - Reserve O-negative RBCs for females of childbearing potential with O-negative/unknown blood type and O-negative males with known anti-D.⁶
- Obtain sample for blood type as soon as possible to allow use of type-specific RBCs.⁷
- Consider use of Group A plasma not Group AB plasma for massively bleeding patients.⁸
- Transfuse any ABO-type cryoprecipitate to adult patients for fibrinogen replacement.⁹

**Transfusion Practice Adjustments during Blood Product Shortages:**
- For platelets and RBCs:
  - Reinforce routine transfusion criteria and/or increase stringency of transfusion criteria.
  - Use prospective review by transfusion service medical or laboratory staff such as for:
    - Orders not meeting or very close to transfusion criteria.
    - Orders for >1 unit.
    - Routine orders (vs stat or massive transfusion protocol (MTP), bleeding vs stable non-bleeding patients).
    - Surgical cases with expected transfusion needs above a pre-determined threshold.
  - Consider maximum number of units for any single patient per day (consult with the bioethics committee for extreme cases such as transplants with reasonable expectation of high blood use or long-running MTP cases).
  - Consider splitting units (need supplies and validated processes) with medical director approval.
  - Consider service limitations such as for elective surgery and stable outpatients.
For platelets:
- Transfuse any ABO platelet to any ABO patient (with exceptions per site policy for transplant protocols and volume limits for incompatible plasma transfusion).
- Use Rh-positive platelets for Rh-negative patients (with use of Rh immune globulin in specific patient groups per site policy).

Work with transfusion committee, and potentially the bioethics committee, in development of blood shortage guidelines including consideration of degree of shortage, expected duration of shortage, use of alternate suppliers, time expected to re-stock, effect of other service limitations (such as pandemic).

Document decisions in shortage policy/SOP.
- Include communication plan for beginning, updates, and end of shortages.
- Ensure policy awareness with leaders and clinicians.

Inventory Management during Severe Shortages:
- Reevaluate stock levels.
  - Reduce based on what hospital transfuses on daily basis (daily “par” vs ideal “par”).
  - Blood centers may reduce orders depending on severity of shortage.
  - Communication between the blood center and the hospital blood bank is key to ensuring patient needs are met in case of unexpected heavy users or surgeries.
- Eliminate wastage/expirations.
  - Coordinate with the blood center to utilize short-dated RBCs and platelets.
  - Share/move blood products within a hospital system.

Blood Donation Support:
- Work with the blood center to set up blood drives onsite and support community blood drives.
- Encourage patients’ families to donate or provide information on where to donate.
- Enlist media support by routinely including the impact of blood shortages on patient care when briefing the community.

Conclusion: Hospitals and blood centers are partners in optimizing and managing blood product availability. Hospitals have a critical role in promoting evidence-based best transfusion practices and optimizing blood bank inventory. The need to implement more restrictive transfusion practice during shortages should be supported and communicated from upper management to clinicians and hospital staff. With best practices in place for good stewardship and effective strategies to adjust transfusion practice and inventory management during shortages, hospitals ensure blood is available to support patients’ transfusion needs.
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